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Gold Set for Good Gains,
but Silver Could Be Big Surprise

Silver could be the big
surprise of 2019, says
Ross Norman, CEO at
London-based bullion
broker, Sharps Pixley
Ltd., www.sharpspixley.
com. Norman sees higher
prices for gold, silver and
palladium in 2019 but
says the outlook for platinum looks weak. Norman,
the top gold forecaster for
the past 15 years gives
his average, high and low prices
for gold, silver, platinum and palladium for 2019.

Gold
Average: $1337
High: $1410
Low: $1280
It is tempting to call 2019 –
like 1999 – as the year that gold
pivoted. While 2000 saw a plethora
of positive new initiatives making
gold attractive and accessible, 2019
is more likely to be fuelled by more
negative factors elsewhere. The
dollar run and indeed equities
strength are looking tired and even
the rate tightening cycle looks to
have largely run its course.
Recent gold price strength is
encouraging, but January is consistently one of the best performing
months as asset allocators shift a
bundle into gold ETFs before the

market flatlines again. On the
charts gold looks to have clearly
established a bottom – but it still
has work to do to say that we are
back in a bull run.
Encouragingly, gold is at or close
to all-time highs in many currencies
including the Aussie dollar and
Indian rupee which has shown itself
to often be a leading indicator.
Looking ahead, we see the 2
most important factors for gold
being the dollar outlook and the
$1365 technical resistance (a
level largely unbreached most
years since 2013). In short, gold is
looking ‘constructive’ and we see
the stage set for good gains.

Silver
Average: $17.26
High: $18.55
Low: $14.10
If gold has been ‘unloved’ then
Continued on page 3
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Gold Set for Good Gains,
but Silver Could Be Big Surprise

Continued from page 1

Platinum

silver was positively ‘disdained’ by
investors during 2018. The disenchantment was clear through
ETF holdings which, despite a
modest price rise in Q4, saw investors scaling back. Sadly, the
silver chart better mirrors that of
bitcoin, than gold. Imagine, $50
just a few years ago???
With the gold/silver ratio towards the upper end of its range,
coupled with a positive outlook for
gold, we should expect silver to
outperform. However silver prices
remain stubbornly inert and the
market is yet to be shaken from
its long slumber.
Looking ahead, both gold and
silver have important technical resistance about 5% north
of where we start the year. In
silver ’s case this is at $16.35.
A breach of that level might
embolden silver bulls and spur
speculative activity. Our confidence is thin, but our bullish
view of gold translates into a
bullish view+ for silver – and
never forget its capacity to surprise. We are going out on a limb
here but think silver could be the
big surprise of 2019.

Average: $735
High: $1000
Low: $620
There used to be 2 truisms in
PGMs – never go short, they have a
capacity to surprise – caught short
is invariably an expensive exercise.
The second is “as go car sales, so
goes platinum”. Both seem redundant these days.
Sadly the best thing one can say
of platinum today is that it is really
cheap – roughly a third the price it
was a decade ago. And then there’s
the floor formed by the marginal
cost of production.
Platinum remains a quality
metal and arguably one of the
most efficacious out there, yet
it’s at levels not seen since mid
2004. The charts suggest platinum
should find a floor at $740 but we
are not yet convinced it will hold.
With global manufacturing looking
weak and car sales tepid, it is hard
to make a strong case for platinum.
Investors with a long-term view
may be encouraged by a gradual
shift to a hydrogen-fuelled economy,
but these developments are often
more glacial than you might hope.
The outlook for platinum in 2019
looks weak although we must surely

Building one
of the world’s
largest and lowest
cost gold mines

www.torexgold.com

be nearing the bottom of the cycle.

Palladium
Average: $1505
High: $1715
Low: $1261
Palladium was the stand-out
performer of 2018 with a gain of
19% – we expect another stellar
performance in 2019.
If any metal can go parabolic and
sustain the rally, its palladium. With
the market in backwardation and
double-digit lease rates, it confirms
the metal remains in short supply
and its demand fundamentals are
strong. In short, palladium looks
vulnerable and has the capacity to
surprise even further to the upside,
especially if the supply deficit attracts speculators. More so, if the
political risk from its biggest producer, Russia, becomes inflamed.
The main dark cloud for palladium remains the probability
of lower passenger vehicle sales,
especially in China, although tightening emission standards should
keep loadings firm.
Having surpassed the gold
price, palladium might even have
an eye on the rhodium price. We
expect further significant upside to
palladium in 2019.
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Top Gold Stock Picks for 2019
Each year for more than three decades, the
MoneyShow.com editorial team has surveyed the
nation’s leading newsletter advisors and investment
experts asking for their favorite stocks for the year
ahead.
This year’s report – Top Picks 2019 – features over
100 investment ideas for the new year. A number of
these investment ideas will be featured in The Bull
& Bear Financial Report.
Below we have selected the Top Gold Stock Picks
for 2019 by investment experts known for their highquality research and long-term track record of success.

Wheaton Precious Metals
Value Through Streaming

Investors find royalty and streaming companies
such as Wheaton Precious Metals (WPM) attractive
for a number of reasons, not least of which is that
they have exposure to commodity prices but face
few of the risks associated with operating a mine,
explains Frank Holmes, CEO & chief investment
officer of U.S. Global Investors and editor of Frank
Talk, www.usfunds.com.
Developing a mine property to start producing gold
or other precious metals is an expensive, often timeconsuming process. Infrastructure needs to be built
out, permits applied for, laborers hired and more.
A royalty company serves as a specialized financier
that helps fund exploration and production projects
for cash-strapped mining companies. In return, it
receives royalties on whatever the project produces,
or rights to a “stream,” an agreed-upon amount of
gold, silver or other precious metal.
With operating costs mounting and metals still at
relatively low prices, royalty and streaming companies
have become an essential source of financing for junior
and undercapitalized miners.
Royalty companies also hold a more diversified
portfolio of mines and
other assets than producers, since acquiring
new streams doesn’t
require any additional
overhead. This helps
mitigate concentration
risk in the event that
one of the properties
stops producing for one
reason or another.
With only around 30
employees, Wheaton
Precious Metals has one
of the highest sales-peremployee rates in the
world. According to FactSet data, the company

generates over $23 million per employee per year.
More recently, Wheaton announced that it had
finally settled its ongoing tax dispute with the
Canadian Revenue Agency (CRA) over international
transactions between 2005 and 2010.

B2Gold
The World’s New Senior Gold Producer

Gold bottomed in December 2015 and momentum
has been shifting to the upside since then, with gold’s
overall direction being up. But a multi-year resistance
at $1365 has been very strong suggesting the mega
trend in gold has not yet shifted to bullish, suggests
Omar Ayales, commodity expert and editor of Gold
Charts R Us, https://goldchartsrus.net.
Interestingly, 2018 was a very telling year given the
fueling of deflationary concerns over trade skirmishes
between the U.S. and China. Remember, deflationary
fear is what pushed gold into a bear market back in 2013.
However, gold held above $1200 as buyers flocked
in whenever this level was tested thereby showing
strong support. Today, deflationary concerns over
trade wars are subsiding and the worst seems to
have been priced into gold, resources and other assets
leaving the upside as the most viable direction for the
gold universe.
Not only that, a plethora of political and geopolitical
uncertainties is also supportive of higher gold. Gold
is poised to test its key resistance level at $1365 as
2019 gets underway. A break above this level could
shift gold’s mega trend to the upside with handsome
upside potential.
But although gold itself is a great investment
for 2019, I prefer to invest in the gold mines. They
tend to move up with gold. Moreover, they’re grossly
undervalued compared to gold and thereby offer the
best upside potential.
One of the companies we like the most
is B2Gold (BTG). It’s a
mid-tier company that’s
quickly becoming one of
the largest producers. It
has great management,
great assets and it’s one
of the gold mines with
a healthy balance sheet,
sitting on a bunch of cash.
Technically, the stock
is just breaking above a
sideways consolidation
band showing upside
potential. We bought
near $2.60 during the
consolidation (and
riskier) phase. However,
Continued on next page
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Continued from previous page
buying below $2.85 is a great opportunity. Our
upside target for the first quarter of 2019 is $3.25,
an approximate 20% increase.

Great Bear Resources
New High-Grade Gold Discovery
In Red Lake, Ontario

2018 will be remembered as the year that
commodities bottomed and among the many I expect
to have a positive 2019, gold and uranium will be
standouts, asserts Gerardo Del Real, resource sector
specialist and editor of Junior Mining Monthly,
www.outsiderclub.com.
Gold and the associated juniors have seen share
prices decimated. I believe one of the few bright spots
in 2018 – Great Bear Resources (TSX.V: GBR)
(OTC: GTBDF) – will also shine in 2019.
Great Bear Resources is a “Discovery Group”
company (John Robins group) advancing one of the
most exciting recent discoveries in the junior space,
the Dixie project in Red Lake, Ontario.
Shares in the company caught fire after drill hole
DHZ-004 retuned 44.47 g/t gold over 7.00 meters on
August 22, 2018. That hole has led many to speculate
that the Dixie project could be a company maker. The
results led to a $10 million financing, of which nearly
$6 million was taken down by Rob McEwen.
Great Bear has commenced a 30,000-meter drill
program that will consist of approximately 150 drill
holes and will continue through 2019.
The program will continue to drill test the Dixie
Limb Zone (“DLZ”), including its various sub-zones
such as the Hinge Zone and South Limb Zones. Stepout drilling will also test additional targets along the
10-kilometer strike length of the DLZ.
Share structure is solid with approximately 35
million shares outstanding and 46 million fully
diluted. Expect some great results, expect plenty of
news flow and in a rising gold market expect Great
Bear to shine bright.

IAMGOLD Corporation
Four Producing Gold Mines
On Three Continents

Our favorite speculative play for several years
has been IAMGOLD Corporation (IAG), a gold
exploration and mining company with mines in
North American, South America and in West Africa,

Puma Exploring Copper-Zinc Project
in New Brunswick, Canada

suggests Alan Newman, market strategist and editor
of Crosscurrents, www.cross-currents.net.
The company’s headquarters are in Toronto,
Canada and the firm has interests in at least ten
operations that we are aware of, including copper
and silver. The shares traded as high as $23.88 in
September 2011, in concert with the peak in bullion
prices over $1900 per ounce.
Since our long-term forecast places gold eventually
as high as $3000 to $3500 per ounce, we believe
IAMGOLD has the potential to trade above the 2011
highs, possibly well beyond. Although we consider
the shares to be speculative, valuations appear to be
reasonable.
The shares currently trade at roughly a 1.5 price
to sales ratio and the forward price to earnings ratio
is about 26. Total cash per share is $1.53 while total
debt per shares is $0.89.
IAMGOLD rallied from similar levels in March
2017, almost doubling to as high as $7.22 in September
2017, despite bullion rising only modestly by 3%, thus
there is potential for investors and speculators to drive
interest regardless of the action in the precious metal.
However, there have been some hiccups along the
way. Most recently, IAMGOLD traded as low as $2.85
last November and has rallied since but likely faces
some resistance above $4 per share.
We have some reservations about management, but
our long-term forecast for gold bullion alone should be
capable of driving the stock’s value over the long term.”
Alan Newman has favored gold stocks since 9/11,
when he declared the start of a “Super” bull market
for bullion and associated mining shares.
Prior to the Newmont Mining (NEM) $10B deal
to buy Goldcorp, making it one of the world’s biggest
gold producers, Newman selected Newmont Mining as
his Top Gold Stock for 2019. Here are his comments:
Newmont Mining is now one of the world’s biggest
gold producers. They acquire, develop and explore
for gold, silver and copper. Operations and assets
are in the United States, Australia, Peru, Ghana and
Suriname.
Proven and probable gold reserves as of February
2018 were 68.5 million ounces, worth $85.6 billion at
the current price of bullion, which also works out to
over $160 of reserves per share.
Newmont Mining traded as high as $81.90 in 1987,
only weeks before the Crash of ’87 and traded as high
as $72.42 when bullion hit a peak over $1900 per oz. in
2011. We believe those levels will again be achievable
if our long-term forecast of $3000 to $3500 per oz.
bullion proves correct.
While this might not seem a very big deal for
Continued on page 6

Argonaut Gold
Creating Value Beyond Gold
2 Operating Mines • 3 Advanced Exploration Projects
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Continued from page 5
investors buying shares at current levels, Newmont
Mining is capable of paying huge dividends and
indeed, actively pursued a higher dividend policy
when bullion was racing towards the 2011 peak.
Newmont is huge; their aggregate land amount
to approximately 23,000 square miles, which would
rank as the 119th largest country in the world, not all
that far from the entirety of Ireland. The shares have
been in a modest uptrend since the mid-September
2018 low of $29.32.
Based entirely on our long-term forecast for bullion,
Newmont Mining represents a very fair value for those
who need to position themselves in the gold sector.

Evrim Resources
Value Through Discovery

gold and copper grades in drilling – just not rich
enough nor frequent enough nor deep enough to
satisfy expectations – nonetheless provide reasonable
justification for continuing work on the project.
But without any consideration for Cuale, the
current price discounts other assets in the company.
The market cap is now C$26 million. Evrim has cash
of about C$11 million, plus a royalty on Ermitano,
which I estimate has a value of up to $30 million.
Even at a discount, the royalty and the cash
together are more than the market cap of the entire
company. The numerous joint ventures and earn-ins,
including some with drilling underway, come free.
If Cuale had never entered the picture, we would be
buying Evrim at this price.

Gold Shares Coming Alive

Gold, silver and gold shares are shining.
Investors have taken refuge in the yellow metal
during the stock market rout and a slowing global
economy, observes Mary Anne and Pamela Aden,
resource experts and co-editors of The Aden Forecast,
www.adenforecast.com.
The resource sector has been feeling the pressure
of a slow down, while oil took a dive. They’re starting
the year bruised, but they could end up following gold
later this year.
2019 is positioned to become a great year for the
yellow metal. Currently, gold has string support at
the $1270 level. Gold is resisting below its key $1300
level. If clearly surpassed, it’ll be super strong.
And silver is now coming up from behind. It could
well end up being the star. Currently, silver is holding
firm too. But it would be more impressive if it can rise
and stay above $15.90.
Gold shares are coming alive. Some like Royal
Gold (RGLD) and the Jr Gold Miners (GDXJ) are
moving impressively. They’ve been one of the most
bombed out markets but it looks like brighter days ahead.
An easy way to take advantage of this gold upmove
is to buy a gold exchange-traded fund – SPDR Gold
Trust (GLD).
Continued on next page

For those comfortable with the inherent risks of a
micro-cap stock, resource sector expert Adrian Day, editor
of Global Analyst, www.adriandayglobalanalyst.com,
looks to Evrim Resources (TSX.V: EVM) as his top
speculative idea for 2019.
Evrim Resources is a gold exploration company
that employs the “prospect-generator” model. The
means the company does early exploration, generating
projects, and then seeks to bring in a partner to spend
the big bucks in exchange for a majority of the project.
The advantage of this model is that bring in
partners, the company avoids the major disadvantage
of the typical exploration company, namely heavy and
ongoing dilution in issuing new shares just to keep
going. In the event of failure, the prospect generator
can live to fight another day. For the investor, it’s like
owning parts of several lottery tickets rather than all
of just one.
Thus, Evrim has joint ventures on several projects
with several different companies, including Newmont
(which owns 19.9% of Evrim), Yamana and some
juniors. There is active or near-term drilling on three
different properties. And the company has a pipeline
of other projects it could option out.
The buying opportunity comes
to us courtesy of a nervous market
that grossly overreacted to some
disappointing drill results on the
Cuale project in early December.
It’s a long story; there was great
anticipation about the drilling and
many investors had bought shares
ahead of the results.
We don’t need to go into too much
Publisher: The Bull & Bear Financial Report
Editor: David J. Robinson
detail since we are interested in
P.O. Box 917179, Longwood, FL 32791
1 Year, 12 Issues, $89
the company and its business plan
rather than any one project. But
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Wesdome Gold Mines Ltd.
Building Canada’s Next
Mid-Tier gold Producer

Right now, Wesdome Gold Mines (TSX: WDO)
is probably, in my opinion, the most likely company
to get taken out in the gold space in 2019, suggests
Ralph Aldis, a resource sector specialist and a portfolio
manager for U.S. Global Investors, www.usfunds.com.
They have two operating mines at the Eagle River
Complex in Ontario that share a central mill. It also
has the Kiena Complex in Quebec that is basically
being redeveloped.
There have been some great drill holes at the mines
there, and in some cases, multi-ounce per ton. The
mine is starting to shape up to be a real gem and if it
restarts it will be a big catalyst.
The gentleman running Wesdome, CEO Duncan
Middlemiss, is doing a great job. People I know were
throwing term sheets at him all this past year to see
if he wanted to raise some money.
But Duncan recognized that he didn’t need to raise
any money. Instead, he’s been putting money in the
bank by producing gold at a profit and has continued
to execute and put out good drill results.
I think this is one of these companies similar
to where Alamos Gold went and bought Richmont
Mines Inc. or when you had SSR Mining buy Claude
Resources. Wesdome is geographically situated in a
very safe jurisdiction and has a lot of prospectivity.
Investors probably could do well to buy and hold onto
it for a while. The management team there and the
board of directors, led by Charles Page, are very much
involved in trying to make Wesdome a success story.

Cardinal Resources
Possible Acquisition

Cardinal Resources (ASX/TSX: CDV) has
properties that are located in Ghana, West Africa, has

the ounces and land packages that could interest any
major gold producer, notes Ralph Aldis.
Their main focus is the Namdini project with a
resource of 7 million ounces at 1.1 g/t gold. Being at
the development stage, many of these companies like
Cardinal are flying below the radar.
Investors are just beginning to think that maybe
2019 will be a good year for the gold market – much
like 2016 when the Fed let off the gas pedal a bit at
the end of 2015.
Some of the major gold companies are cranking
out 3 to 4 million ounces a year, so finding a new 7
million ounce deposit to exploit, which has a market
capitalization of about $113 million, is nearly a steal.
With market capitalization of about $16 per ounce
in the ground and at 1.1 g/t of gold per ton ($44 of
value per ton of rock), that is enough of a spread to
cover capital to build out the mine and make a profit.
Newmont Mining (NEM) should be looking at
this as a possible acquisition since they already have
two mines in Ghana – it wouldn’t be such a stretch,
says the portfolio manager for U.S. Global Investors.
Editor’s Note: To download FREE the MoneyShow’s
2019 Top Picks Report which features 100+ investment
ideas, Click Here
Editor Steven Halpern cautions that an advisor’s current
favorite “buy” can quickly become a “sell” based on changing
markets and new developments. As such, it is important
that you do your own research, monitor your investments
and ensure that the stocks or funds you buy continue to
meet your own personal risk parameters and time horizon.
Register Today to Attend FREE! The MoneyShow
Orlando, February 7-10, Omni Orlando Resort at
ChampionsGate. Get the best money ideas of 2019 from
100+ experts. Click Here
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Gold, The Ultimate Store of Value

The following is an excerpt from
a research report, Gold: Trump, The
Tariff Man, by John Ing, President
& CEO, Maison Placements
Canada Inc. For the full report visit
www.TheBullandBear.com.
There was a time when the
dollar was worth its weight in
gold and anyone including foreign governments could redeem
their dollars for gold. However
in 1971, beset by huge debts and
fearful of running out of gold,
President Nixon severed the
link to gold. Henceforth the US
could run up its debt, using the
printing press to pay for their
debts because American dollars
had the “exorbitant” privilege as
the world’s reserve currency. Of
course after the 2008 financial
crisis, when the Fed opened the
monetary spigots, a decade long
bull market ensued. Until now.
Like the Seventies, America has
become more indebted and again,
foreign governments today are
balking at the dollar’s value, expressing concern over the excess
of dollars and the American financial hegemony that provides the
plumbing for the world’s financial
system.. Like the technological
war, America’s global financial
hegemony and dollar supremacy
is on the wane with many looking
for alternatives.
Yet, Mr. Trump is not the biggest
threat to the economy. Not the

President Trump Gold 2020
Freedom Coin offered by
TrumpCoin2020.com

tariffs, not the Cold War with China
but the looming disruption of the
fragile world’s financial ecosystem
which has been broken, creating
uncertainty of America’s role in
global commerce. World trade has
slowed amid the realisation that
world co-operation and adherence
to rules has been replaced by
growing protectionism, not only in
the United States but elsewhere
in echoes of the Great Depression.
It is not the trade imbalance with
China that is America’s problem,
but that China saves too much and
the US saves too little. In August,
the Chinese held $1.2 trillion of
US debt due more to America’s
propensity to spend more than they
earn. This is America’s Achilles
Heel.

Gold is an Alternative
For Central Banks
The Fed remains the world’s
biggest holder of gold but the nondollar countries are increasing their
holdings. China and Russia have
boosted their gold holdings and are
the fifth and sixth largest holders.
Russia and China are among the
top 10 gold holders and a growing
number of countries are conducting
trade using their own currencies
and even gold. China and Europe
are settling oil contracts in other
currencies than the dollar. Payment
systems and channels today bypass
the US because of fears of arbitrary
sanctions. Gold has become an alternative for many central banks.
Central banks’ demand for gold rose
22 percent in third quarter, according to the World Gold Council.
Consequently, the mighty dollar is not so mighty. Markets,
lulled into complacency by the
rounds of quantitative easing that
financed federal spending, have
been shaken by Trump’s trade wars
damaging confidence in the US
financial system. Since he started
his “winnable” trade war, the trade
deficit has soared to a record level
and now the recent market and
currency volatility has unleashed
fears of a beggar-thy-neighbour
currency war that went hand in
hand in the 1930s.

All of which suggests that the
debt laden US economy is not strong
enough to shake off the trade- related
hits to the corporate sector. The US
balance sheet is in shambles. Debt
on debt is not good. The credit troubles has taken the Fed unaware. So
likely, will the outbreak of inflation.
Mr. Trump believes he can kick the
debt can down the road, for the next
president. Wrong. His protectionism
policies and isolationism echoes the
blunders of the 1930s. 2019 will be
a rewarding year for gold.
Thus, the age-old discipline of
supply and demand leaves the dollar with only one way to go. The
dollar is the keystone to the world’s
financial ecosystem. However,
two-thirds of the world’s assets are
denominated in a fiat currency, issued by a country that is actively
debasing that currency to lessen
its debts and obligations. The only
thing underpinning the dollar is
the belief that the US is a credible
steward of that currency. That belief
is being tested. Today the dollar is
on a shaky foundation, and amid
the structural weakness of rising
twin deficits, growing US debt and a
protracted trade war, it comes down
to trust. Without confidence in a fiat
dollar, there is no reserve currency.
The dollar like the Venezuelan
bolivar has become dependent on
outside money. Part of gold’s allure
is that it is a safe haven in uncertain times. There are two ways to
describe the movement of gold. One
can say that gold has fallen against
the dollar or that the dollar has
fallen against gold. In the dollar
world, it is the latter because gold
has maintained its value in those
respective currencies whether they
be pounds, roubles or renminbi. We
believe, gold will continue to rise in
value as long as the United States
runs twin deficits, spends more
than they bring in and Donald
Trump is in the White House.

Gold’s Bull Market
Has Just Begun
Gold’s bull market has just
begun. Gold will benefit from the
Continued on next page
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diversification away from equities.
From a low of $1,150 when Trump
was inaugurated, gold has built a
two year base and we expect the
rally to continue with a near term
target at $1,275 an ounce. Short
covering and hedge fund demand
will push gold to $1,340 an ounce
with a $2,200 an ounce target
within 18 months. Gold will be a
good thing to have.

Recommendations
The latest quarterly results
for the mining industry were a
mixed bag due in part to the lower
gold price and squeezed margins.
Underlying this is the gold miners’
dilemma of replacing declining
reserves, since many deposits
are past their peak. In the past
five years, the industry has not
replaced their reserves due in part
to the lower gold price, ill advised
takeovers and rising costs. In
addition average mine grade has
dramatically dropped from almost
4 g/t to under 1 g/t.
Moreover, many of the larger
gold mines with open pit operations
are or at close to the end of their
mine lives resulting in pit wall collapses. Detour, Alamos, Goldcorp’s
Eleonore and Centerra each had pit
wall collapses. None have shutdown
but finding gold has become more
difficult. Consequently, we believe
the reserves of those producers with
underground mines, possess longer
lives and will attract premium
prices. To be sure, the low hanging
fruit has been plucked as megadeposit discoveries are few and far
between. One of the reasons for
the Barrick and Randgold merger
is the shortage of long life assets at
an all in cost of less than $1,000 an
ounce. New Barrick will have the
most long life mines as well as the
longest reserve life in the industry.
We also expect increased investor appetite for selected grassroots
programmes which possess favorable risk/reward and profiles.
Finding new discoveries is like
fishing. If your line is not in the
water, you won’t catch anything.
Without exploration, there won’t
be any discoveries. Financing has
become problematic for the juniors.
We expect the majors to finance
these plays or adopt a portfolio

approach like Agnico Eagle giving
them exposure to potential discoveries. West Haven, Aurania and
development plays like Rubicon
are adding value with the drill bit.
Newer jurisdictions like Ecuador
are favoured. However, increased
resource nationalism, and a penchant to kill the golden goose in
Tanzania, Mongolia or South Africa
gives cause for selectivity.
Among the senior players, we
continue to favour Barrick, Agnico Eagle and B2Gold. We also
like mid tier Kirkland Lake and
growing juniors like McEwen
Mining. We would avoid balance
sheet stretched Yamana and New
Gold. The fight over Detour Gold
was surprising. While hedge fund
player, Paulson replaced Detour’s
board members hoping to put Detour into play, little is expected to
happen since most of the big players have passed. Detour’s flagship
big pit just can’t make money – a
pyrhic victory indeed.
• Barrick Gold Corp. (ABX) –
The world’s top producer, Barrick
Gold had a positive third quarter
with higher production generating
free cash flow. During the quarter,
corporate and administration
expenses was lower than projected
at $235 million. Nevada remains
a core area with Cortez, Goldrush
and Turquoise Ridge. Barrick
also signed and furthered their
agreement with Shandong Gold,
a state-owned Chinese company
whereby each will purchase shares
in each other. Shandong owns 50
percent of Veladero and will assist
in the joint development of huge
Pascua Lama. Barrick’s share
merger with Randgold Resources

was completed and we think the
combination is brilliant. The focus
of the world’s leading gold company
will be on Tier One assets which
was defined as those producing
more than 500,000 ounces per year,
with a mine life of greater than
10 years. Barrick will have five of
the world’s top 10 Tier One assets
and the lowest cash costs. To be
sure the arrival of Mark Bristow
will further an agreement with
the Tanzanian government over
stalemated Acacia Mining which
is not reflected in the stock price.
Barrick is the world’s largest gold
producer and with a whopping
78 million in-situ reserves, we
recommend the shares here.
• B2Gold Corp. (BTO) – B2Gold
will produce almost 1 million
ounces this year at an all in cost of
under $800 an ounce. The key for
B2Gold’s newly constructed Fekola
in Mali are plans to increase mill
throughput from the current rate
of 5.5 mm tpa to 7.5mm tpa. The
cost is minimal and the company
will release results early in the
year. B2Gold is generating free
cash flow and financing the mill
will not be a problem will cash
at $355 million. B2Gold is one of
the fastest-growing intermediate
goal producers with Otjikota in
Nambia producing 22,000 ounces
and Masbate in the Philipines
producing 58,000 ounces, in the
quarter. El Limon in Nicaragua was
a disappointment but an expansion
that boosts output by 18,000 ounces
a year is expected. We like B2Gold
for its growth profile.
• Centerra Gold Inc. (CG)
– Centerra Gold had a good
Continued on page 10
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quarter with Mount Milligan’s quarterly throughput
averaging 40,000 tpd. However, throughput was
impacted by an unscheduled shutdown. The company
has applied to increase water usage but a long term
water source remains a problem. On a positive note,
Kumtor in the Kyrgyz Republic had a strong quarter
due to processing the higher grade material from the
S B zone in the central pit. As a result, production
guidance was increased to 490,000 ounces to 510,000
ounces and production was increased from 665,000
ounces to 705,000 ounces with all in costs under $750
an ounce. Both Mount Milligan and Kumtor generated
positive cash flow in the quarter but water access will
remain a problem at Mount Milligan. Oksut in Turkey
is 26 percent complete. Development plans for Kemess
in BC continues but this capital intensive project
won’t see first production until 2022, at the earliest.
We prefer B2Gold shares.
• Kinross Gold Corporation (K) – Kinross had
disappointing results due to equipment issues at
Tasiast mine in Mauritania. The problem prone mine
ramp-up of the new SAG mill was complete and in
October performed up to specs. Talks continue with the
government and Phase Two is up in the air. At Round
Mountain Phase W, ore should be processed midyear
and high-grade satellite deposits should boost output
at Kupol in Russia. Kinross is conducting a feasibility
study for the restart at La Coipa and Lobo-Marte in
Chile is scheduled about midyear but overall remains
a problem. Kinross has about $2 billion of liquidity.
Kinross produced 586,000 gold equivalent ounces in
the quarter at a cash cost of $777 per ounce. Guidance
was maintained at 2.5 million ounces at AISC of $975
per ounce. We continue to be concerned about Tasiast
Phase One and talks with the government will be a
overhang. We prefer B2Gold shares here.
• Kirkland Lake Gold Ltd. (KL) – Kirkland
Lake gold had a barnburner quarter and revised
estimates upward. The high grade Fosterville mine
in Australia continues to surprise, providing almost
half of Kirkland’s produciton. Also, the company shed
light on an expansion. Kirkland Lake had record cash

flow and has a stellar balance sheet which will finance
both expansions at Fosterville and the Macassa Mine
in Ontario. Kirkland Lake is targeting production
this year between 655,000 ounces to 670,000 ounces
with an all in cost around $760 an ounce. Cash at
September totaled $260 million. The Fosterville mine
is expected to produce over 500,000 ounces by 2020.
Macassa’s number four shaft expansion will allow the
doubling of production by 2021 at a cost of $80 million.
Kirkland has allocated $90 million for exploration and
dusted off plans in the Northern Territory of Australia.
We like the shares here.
• Goldcorp Inc. (G) – Goldcorp had a disappointing
quarter due to start up problems from flagship
Penasquito pyrite leach facility in Mexico (recoveries too
low). Goldcorp’s problem is that it has too few Tier One
assets, and too many Tier Three assets plus the need
to spend big dollars just to maintain output. Goldcorp
should pare their extensive portfolio with an emphasis
to boost profitability and free cash flow while paring
the legacy of previous management’s acquisitions like
Eleonore, Coffee and Latin America’s NuevaUnion and
Norte Abierto because all will require major funding
without providing meaningful ounces. The company’s
mantra of 20/20/20, has not yet worked resulting in
production disappointments. Cerro Negro in southern
Argentina came on stream but like Penasquito is a
wait-and-see project. Coffee in the Yukon is still mired
in exploration mode rather than development. Grade
is a problem here and another new mine and geology
plan is being worked on suggesting that they have
to go back to basics. Near term, Goldcorp has to get
more out of Penasquito and Eleonore which is still not
operating as originally expected. Until Goldcorp’s near
and intermediate term outlook is clearer, we prefer
Barrick here.
• IAMGold Corporation (IMG) – IAMGold had
a flat quarter with production of 208,000 ounces with
Rosebel in Suriname having a surprisingly weak
quarter. While flagship Essakane and Sadiola had
better output, the feasibility study for Essakane heap
leach project and a CIL plans is uncertain. IAMGold’s
joint venture Côté Lake gold project feasibility study
Continued on next page
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was tabled with partner Sumitomo and ounces were
brought in from development into reserves (production
slated for 2021). IAMGold has a strong balance sheet
with total liquidity of almost a billion, including
$600 million of cash. Selling a 30 percent interest in
the Côté Lake gold project to Sumitomo accelerated
the development but we remain skeptical given our
concern over the deposit’s continuity. At Westwood
third quarter production was 30,000 ounces due to
mining lower grade stopes during the quarter. We
prefer B2Gold here.
• McEwen Mining Inc. (MUX) – McEwen had
a strong quarter as the El Gallo mine in Mexico
residual leaching activities come to an end. El Gallo’s
production will be replaced by Gold Bar in Nevada
but Fenix nearby El Gallo complex could add to life
of mine. McEwen had positive exploration results
from Black Fox in Ontario, which will produce about
48,000 ounces next year. At the Gold Bar on the
Cortez Trend, construction is advancing on budget
and is on schedule with first production expected
early next year, averaging 60,000 ounces annual at
AISC of $843 an ounce. Exploration continues at
Gold Bar with the hope of extending mine life. At Los
Azules in Argentina, the company has an extensive
exploration programme. At the Black Fox mine, an
extensive exploration plan is continuing with a deep
drilling programme. McEwen has a large land position
in Timmins and with untested depth extensions at
Black Fox. McEwen has a strong growth profile and
exploration upside. We like the shares here.
• New Gold Inc. (NGD) – New Gold had a
disappointing quarter. The company sold the
Mesquite mine to improve its short- term liquidity
position but took a book loss on the sale. With only
New Afton and Rainy River left, Renaud Adams, the
new president is left with the task of turning Rainy
around. Grade is a problem here and Rainy River has
been a major execution disappointment. New Gold
owns 100 percent of Blackwater but a large capex
and questionable returns, makes it only an option on
the gold price. With over $1.2 billion of debt incurred
mostly to build Rainy River, we believe there will be
insufficient cash flow to turn New Gold around. Sell.
Editor’s Note: John Ing is President & CEO of Maison
Placements Canada Inc. Mr. Ing has over 45 years of experience
as a portfolio manager, mining analyst and investment banker.
Maison Placements, among Bay Street’s oldest financial firms,
have arranged private placements, equity underwritings, rights
issues and have advised on asset purchases. Maison provides
independent advice, with an emphasis on long term relationships
and finding innovative solutions. For more information visit
www.maisonplacements.com.
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Gold should be positive in 2019 and 2020,
according to analysts
at ABN AMRO. Analysts expect a lower
dollar, lower US Treasury yields, a recovery
of the Chinese yuan
and higher jewellery
demand. Speculators
are expected to cut their
substantial short positions and gold prices
should rise to above
the 200-day moving
average. We keep our
year-end target for 2019
at USD 1,400 per ounce forecasts
Georgette Boele, ABN AMRO
Group Economics.
Gold prices weakened by 4.2%
at year-end 2018. First, a looming
trade war between the US and
China has weighed on prices.
Second, the recovery of the US
dollar, higher US Treasury yields
and Fed rate hikes haven been
negative for gold prices. Third,
concerns about the strength of the
Chinese economy (also reflected
by a weaker Chinese yuan and a
lower Indian rupee) have resulted
in a less favourable gold demand
outlook. As a result, prices declined.
Here are the forecasts and
opinions of ABN AMRO analysts for
gold, silver, platinum, palladium,
Chinese yuan and the dollar for
2019 and 2020.

Chinese Yuan
to Recover in 2019
We expect higher gold prices
in 2019 and 2020. First, since the
Chinese yuan has had more room
to move, the relationship with
gold has become stronger. This is
because China is a crucial consumer
of gold. When China allows the
yuan to decline, investors become
concerned about the state of the
Chinese economy. As a result they
are also more negative about the
outlook for gold demand.
Chinese authorities have taken
measures to stimulate the economy
and to shield its economy from
the (potential) negative effects
stemming from US import tariffs.
Since April, the yuan has been
allowed to weaken by around 10%
Continued on page 4
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Bullish on Precious Metals – Gold and
Silver should be positive in 2019 and 2020, forecast
analysts at ABN AMRO. Platinum to catch up with
Palladium. The analysts expect a lower dollar, lower
US Treasury yields, a recovery of the Chinese yuan
and higher jewellery demand.
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Stocks that are Likely to Benefit from Infrastructure Rebuilding – Argus Research analysts
have designed a portfolio of BUY-rated companies
in sectors that will likely benefit from government
investment into infrastructure rebuilding.
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Precious Metals Outlook 2019 – One of
the world’s leading precious metals consultancies,
discusses the latest developments in the precious
metals space and gives their outlook for gold, silver,
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Oil Prices in 2019 – Oversupply, faltering
growth to weigh on oil prices in 2019. Survey of 32
economists and analysts forecast average crude oil
price.
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from leading analysts, money managers on the equity
markets and precious metals.
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Best Acquisition Targets

Inside Newmont’s Gamble to Create
World’s Largest Gold Company

VIDEO: Newmont Mining will buy Goldcorp in a
deal valued at $10 billion, creating the world’s largest
gold miner. Will Rhind, chief executive officer of
GraniteShares, and Bloomberg Intelligence’s Andrew
Cosgrove, talk with Bloomberg’s Alix Steel about the
deal, industry M&A and gold prices.
Watch Video Here

Sam Zell Says Gold ‘Is a Good Hedge’

VIDEO: Sam Zell, the founder of Equity Group
Investments, says he bought gold for the first time in
his life because “it’s a good hedge.” Zell also talks about
the oil and energy markets. He speaks on “Bloomberg
Daybreak: Americas.” Watch Video Here

Wealth Insurance

After reviewing factors that will affect markets
and/or gold and silver in 2019, Patrick Heller, editor
of Liberty’s Outlook, a publication of Liberty Coin
Service, concludes that it would be even more prudent
in 2019 to include an allocation to precious metals as
part of ones investment portfolio, an allocation that
he calls wealth insurance.
Even as Heller advocates owning some physical
precious metals, he doesn’t suggest owning them to the
exclusion of any other investments. His recommendation
for most people would be the conservative allocation of
just 10-15% of ones net wealth or portfolio be devoted
go gold and silver. This should be sufficient to protect
you if the US dollar or paper investments such as stocks
or bonds keep going down or even crash.
As for the breakdown between gold and silver,
Heller recommends holding 40% Gold and 60% Silver
as he expects silver will outperform gold over the next
few years.

2018 Gold Timer of the Year

Manfred Zimmel, Amanita Market Forecasting,
was named 2018 Gold Timer of the Year by Timer Digest,
a service that monitors over 100 of the nations leading
market timing models, ranking the top stock, bond, and
gold timers according to the performances of their recommendations over the previous 52 weeks. Zimmel’s Gold
timing model had been long near the December 2017
lows; captured most of the rally that exceeded $1,350
then produced additional gains during the subsequent
decline to and below $1,200. Currently, the Top Gold
Timers are Bullish with 3 Bulls, 1 Bear and 1 Neutral.

Senior miners that might be interested either in
a merger like the Newmont/Goldcorp or the Barrick/
Randgold make up a pretty short list, notes Paul Ausick,
Senior Editor, 24/7 Wall St., www.247wallst.com
Which companies might be the best acquisition
targets? Here are some possibilities.
Kinross Gold Corp. (NYSE: KGC) has a market
cap of roughly $4 billion and traded recently at $3.10,
in a 52-week range of $2.38 to $4.78. Shares have
gained 10% in the past three months, compared with
the industry’s 3.2%. The P/E ratio is 16.2. Kinross is
based in Canada and has assets in Canada, the United
States, Russia, Brazil, Chile, Ghana and Mauritania.
Of the 23 analysts covering KGC, 8 recommend Buy,
11 Hold, 2 Overweight with 2 analysts recommending
Sell. Average Target Price: $3.94.
Yamana Gold Inc. (NYSE: AUY) has a market
cap of $2.19 billion and recently traded at $2.32, in a
52-week range of $2.00 to $3.80. Shares have dropped
about 27% in the past 12 months. Yamana is based
in Canada and has assets in Canada, Brazil, Chile
and Argentina. Of the 18 analysts covering AUY, 8
recommend Buy, 1 Overweight, 7 analysts recommend
Hold, 1 Underweight and 1 analyst recommends Sell.
Average Target Price: $3.25.
IAMGOLD Corp. (NYSE: IAG) has a market cap of
$1.32 billion and recently traded at $2.83 in a range of
$2.75 to $6.52. Shares have dropped nearly 40% over
the past 12 months. The company is based in Canada
and has assets in South America, Africa and Canada.
Of the 16 analysts covering IAG, 8 recommend Buy, 2
Overweight, and 6 analysts recommend Hold. Average
Target Price: $5.40.
Harmony Gold Mining Co. Ltd. (NYSE: HMY)
has a market cap of around $900 million and recently
traded at $1.69, in a 52-week range of $1.43 to $2.53.
Shares are up about 4% for the past 12 months, and
the company posted an operating loss of nearly $2.5
million in the June quarter. The company is based
in South Africa and owns assets in South Africa and
Papua New Guinea. Of the 8 analysts covering HMY,
3 recommend BUY, 2 Hold and 3 analysts recommend
Sell. Average Target Price: $1.64.

40% Move in Silver?

This will be a significant year for the markets and
the precious metals are most likely going to be one of
the places to invest, says silver guru David Morgan,
editor of The Morgan Report.
“Many observers think that gold will gain twenty
percent this year which forecasts a price of $1500 if
we start with $1250 gold. Silver outperforms in a bull
market, and if gold were to make the $1500 level, it
would not be unusual for silver to make a 40% move,
which indicates silver above $20USD per ounce. As
this is being written, it seems a bit optimistic to make
this forecast but as our loyal members you know we
are good at letting our profits run and listening to
the markets carefully. For more information on The
Morgan Report Click Here.
Continued on next page
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How Could Anyone Possibly
Like Donald Trump?

Jayant Bhandari and Michael Oliver were guests
on Jay Taylor’s radio program, Turning Hard Times
Into Good Times.
Jayant Bhandari recently explained why he has a
favorable view toward Donald Trump, who is perhaps
the most hated and disliked President in American
history. Jay Taylor, editor of J Taylor’s Gold Energy
& Tech Stocks Newsletter, asks Jayant to explain his
views of President Trump as well as where he thinks
investors should put their money in 2019. With regard
to mining companies, what is his view of producers and
exploration companies in this New Year and what are his
thoughts about the status of the Anglo American empire?
Michael Oliver will update us on the latest structure and
momentum picture for gold, stocks, bonds and others.
Listen to the Broadcast

Growth Phase for
Lab-Grown Diamonds

It was a shock to the diamond industry, when
in May, 2018, De Beers launched a laboratory-grown
diamond jewellery brand, Lightbox Jewellery. Gemquality lab-grown diamonds threaten the business
case of miners, now even more so than before. This
has created a lot of uncertainty in the diamond
industry. If 2018 was the year that lab-grown
jewellery diamonds were officially introduced as an
acceptable new product, what will 2019 bring?
We think that 2019 and 2020 will be the years
that lab-grown diamonds take off and move from
an introduction phase (2018) to a growth phase,
says Georgette Boele, co-ordinator of Currency and
Precious Metals Strategy at ABN AMRO.
Lab-grown diamond producers have been able to
produce larger and better-quality lab-grown diamonds.
Moreover, more companies and persons in the diamond
industry are willing to jump on the lab-grown diamond
experience. Lightbox of De Beers plans to sell its labgrown diamond jewellery not only via its own website
but also has said that it will enter into partnerships
with retailers for online and in-store sales. In future
there will most likely be a wider variety of colours.
Lightbox and some other lab-grown diamond (jewellery)
providers have decided to leave wedding jewellery or
engagement rings out of the offering (for now). We think
sooner rather than later lab-grown diamond wedding
jewellery will be part of the offering.

Top Gold Stock
Picks, Live
Charts, News,
Area Plays

GoldStockNews.com

Precious Metals
Results For 2018
Patrick Heller, Liberty’s Outlook, gives a
snapshot of how the four precious metals performed
in 2018:

Gold:

December 29, 2017......................... $1,306.25
High for the year
April 11, 2018 .................................. $1,356.50
Low for the year
August 16, 2018.............................. $1,176.25
December 31, 2018......................... $1,278.25
Net change for year......................-$28.00

Silver:

December 29, 2017...............................$17.06
High for the year
April 19, 2018........................................$17.22
Low for the year
November 13, 2018.............................. $13.95
December 31, 2018.............................. $15.47
Net change for year........................ -$1.59

Platinum:

December 29, 2017.............................$901.00
High for the year
January 25, 2018............................. $1,029.00
Low for the year
August 15 2018.................................. $768.00
December 31, 2018............................ $794.00
Net change for year.....................-$107.00

Palladium:

December 29, 2017......................... $1,074.00
December 31, 2018......................... $1,252.00
Net change for year................... +$178.00
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There’s a Golden Shelter From
Recession Risks With These Miners

(Bloomberg) There’s a better potential haven than
gold for investors spooked by the risk of a recession
this year – mid-sized producers who’ve outperformed
both bullion and the rest of the mining industry.
Companies including Kirkland Lake Gold (KL)
and Australia’s Northern Star Resources Ltd. (AU:
NST) have scope to extend gains and should be in focus
for investors looking for a safe harbor, according to Joe
Foster, New York-based portfolio manager for the $600
million Van Eck International Investors Gold Fund.
Kirkland Lake, Northern Star and two rivals have
the best returns in the Bloomberg World Mining Index
over the past 12 months – a period during which both
the gold price and the equity benchmark have declined.
“Gold responds to global financial risk and so, if you
believe that, the best way to play gold is with these
gold stocks,” Van Eck’s Foster said in an interview.
“They carry leverage to gold and in a good gold
market, they will outperform.”
Spot bullion began rallying in the last quarter
and is forecast to end this year higher, according
to analysts’ estimates compiled by Bloomberg. The
metal will climb to $1,425 an ounce, a price level not
seen in more than five years, as geopolitical tensions
fuel central bank purchases and recession fears boost
demand for defensive assets, Goldman Sachs Group
Inc. said this month.
Gold’s traditional status as a haven asset has been
called into question in some recent periods of volatility.
Bullion remained largely unmoved for much of 2018
as U.S.-China trade tensions unfolded, with investors
fleeing instead to the dollar.
Producers too have also disappointed in the past. A
Bloomberg Intelligence index of senior gold equities
lost more than three-quarters of its value from late
2011 through the end of 2015 as companies reeled from
failed deal-making and a tumbling price of the metal.
Still, gold equities are “an attractive option for a
diversified portfolio, especially if we are moving into a
period of higher market volatility,” said Stephen Land,
portfolio manager for the Franklin Gold & Precious
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Metals Fund, which manages about $1 billion and holds
producer B2Gold Corp. (BTO), Newcrest Mining Ltd.
(AU: NCM) and OceanaGold Corp. (TSX/ASX: OGC).
“The market has ascribed much higher multiples
to those companies which have been able to pay off
debt and show growing cash balances,” Land said.
Current strong performers will need to continue to
innovate to retain a premium, with most competitors
now embracing a similar playbook, he said.
Investors are seeking out strong management, or
operational teams, regardless of the industry, and
should be drawn to the gold sector in any search for
a haven, Northern Star’s Executive Chairman Bill
Beament said in an interview.
“It’s a no-brainer – the leverage to an increasing
gold price is so much larger for equities compared to
bullion itself,” Beament said by phone. “There’s also
now a genuine choice of high-quality gold companies
outside of the majors, and it is certainly an option
if you want to park money – we’ve shown that the
returns can be pretty spectacular.”
Mid-sized producers have improved their record
in boosting efficiency in recent years and some are
poised to reap more benefit than larger rivals from
a rising gold price because they have more ability to
grow production, according to Rick Rule, President
& CEO of Sprott U.S. Holdings Inc., a subsidiary of
Toronto-based Sprott Inc., which had C$10.1 billion
($7.6 billion) under management as of Sept. 30.
A coalition of investors, including firms backed by
billionaires John Paulson and Naguib Sawiris, have
also praised companies including Kirkland, Northern
Star and Evolution Mining Ltd. (AU: EVN) because
top managers have a high ownership-to-pay ratio,
a metric the group sees as an indicator of superior
performance.
Gold producers are also in line for a potential further
boost from the sector’s wave of deal-making that’s
seen the largest companies, Barrick Gold Corp. and
Newmont Mining Corp., strike separate deals to
acquire rivals in recent months.
“We continue to see consolidation as a major theme
in the industry and expect 2019 to be an active year
for M&A as companies look to improve their asset
bases and regain scale to remain relevant to generalist
investors,” Franklin’s Land said.
Editor’s Note: Reporting by David Stringer, Ranjeetha Pakiam
and Danielle Bochove for Bloomber, www.bloomberg.com.
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